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 To prevent scenes reminiscent of “Catch me, if you can”, 
secure authentication improves constantly and rapidly.  
Technological innovations are advancing by leaps and bounds, 
while at the same time counterfeiters adopt and advance 
their methods, to replicate identity and travel documents or 
individual security features. 

To keep ahead of the game, government entities and the private 
sector constantly increase the security of authentication 
processes, in particular via two-factor authentication based 
on biometrics. In times of increasing interconnectivity, the 
rendering of online and offline services and information, the 
provision of reliable identification, as well as verification 
and authentication, is gaining increasing importance. One 
significant way to increase and maintain the security of the 
authentication processes is through two-factor authentication 
with biometrics. 

General Authentication

There are three methods of authentication. 

• Via security token (e.g. key cards, cell phones)

• Via knowledge (e.g. security questions, passwords)

• Via biometrics (e.g. fingerprint, iris scans, face recognition, 
voice…)

Today a combination of minimum two to three methods are 
used to identify and verify people. Such a procedure has several 
advantages but most importantly:

• Increase the hurdle for forgers and imposters

• High accuracy (low reject and low false acceptance rates)

Biometric authentication 

Biometric authentication is based on unique biological 
characteristics of individuals. This has the advantage that, 
unlike passwords, which could be guessed or forgotten, there 
are lesser possibilities of guessing or forgery. In addition, while 
IDs are a small and handy alternative, they can be quickly lost 
or stolen, which can give strangers access to areas and data they 
should not have access to. Even though biometric markers such 
as the finger (fingerprint) or the eye (iris scan) are always at 
hand and are a mostly reliable form of authentication, additional 
security should always be provided, by combining biometrics 
with another form of authentication, such as a security token for 
a two-factor-authentication. The more authentication methods 
are combined, the securer a system becomes.

The biometric method of authentication has also come under 
criticism. There can be far-reaching consequences if the wrong 
people gain access to centrally stored biometric data, such as 
long-lasting identity theft.  Precisely because biometric data 

One significant way to increase and  
maintain the security of the authentication  

processes is through two-factor authentication  
with biometrics.
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is unique and permanent, a person who wrongly gains access to 
it can cause great harm. Even years later, this data can still be 
misused. However, there is a solution for this. One way to avert 
the greatest possible damage, could be to store this biometric data 
in a decentralized format.  Due to the nature of biometric data, 
decentralized backup of this information is recommended. This 
reduces the temptation to steal a large amount of biometric data 
in one sweep, which helps secure your data. Such a decentralized 
solution could be implemented on the user's own smartphone, as 
is the case with Mühlbauer's Pax Token solution.

MB Pax Token

With Mühlbauer's Pax Token, the passport and biometric 
characteristics act as the Trust Anchor. The biometric data for 
the comparison is obtained in a supervised environment (like 
city hall, airport lounge etc.) using eMRTD and a self-service 
kiosk (MB I-KIOSK). A mobile application holds a Digital Travel 
Credential (DTC), which is read from the Electronic Machine-
Readable Travel Document (eMRTD) by a check-in desk and then 
transferred to an encrypted memory on the mobile device. After 
matching the obtained biometric data and comparing the data 
on the eMRTD, the authentication is made available for future 
queries instead of physically checking passports at every gate in 
order to authenticate the passenger. However, one must consent 
to the use of this data on the smartphone. After that, eGates can 
request and read this data and compare it with the data, read 
from the chip of the passport, thus enabling faster traveling by 
automatically opening when the passenger approaches the gate. 
Thereby making travelling seamless and contactless. Access to 

the biometric data will only be possible with a combination of the 
passenger's consent and the App.

Of course, such systems can be used for more than identification 
documents. The European Commission introduced the 
digital green certificate to enable the safe and free movement 
of citizens in the EU during the COVID-19 pandemic at the 
beginning of July. This means that especially in times of the 
Corona pandemic, people will not have to carry around multiple 
documents to prove their vaccination status, recovery status 
and other kinds of information. Compressing the data and 
documents you need to carry around with you through some 
form of secure digitization has many advantages. For example, 
only certified and authenticated institutions, such as hospitals 
can commission entries for the green certificate. In addition, only 
other certified entities can request access to the documents and 
read the data with the permission of the holder of this certificate. 
The certificate needs the Mobile ID, as the certificate itself only 
contains name and date of birth as identification data. 

In conclusion, the integration of biometric factors significantly 
increases the security of documents and authentication processes. 
On the other hand, it will then become even more important to 
secure the collected data from counterfeiters. Decentralized 
data storage in combination with encrypted storage could be the 
solution to this problem as the biometric information is stored on 
the embedded Secure Element (eSE) and the matching process 
takes place externally. The eSE then generates and/or maintains 
security keys.  In conclusion, the biometric component for our 
MB App combines usability and security, which makes users' 
lives a lot easier and keeps their data safe. 

With Mühlbauer's Pax Token,  
the passport and biometric characteristics  

act as the Trust Anchor. 
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 “Mr. Francis Galton affirms that ‘the patterns of the papillary 
ridges upon the bulbous palmar surfaces of the terminal 
phalanges of the fingers and thumbs are absolutely unchangeable 
throughout life, and show in different individuals an infinite 
variety of forms and peculiarities. The chance of two finger-
prints being identical is less than one in sixty-four thousand 
million. If, therefore, two finger-prints are compared and found 
to coincide exactly, it is practically certain that they are prints of 
the same finger of the same person; if they differ, they are made 
by different fingers. – Lance”1

The evolution of the smartcard 
– biometrics vs. two-factor 
authentication

Biometric smartcards are multi-factor authenticators (MFA). 
This is achieved through the addition of an extra layer of security; 
a fingerprint feature to authenticate the user, in addition to the 
common two factors of authentication used – pin and hardware. 
The two-factor authentication solutions might expose users 

to fraud in the event that cards are stolen or pins are cracked. 
However, unlike standard smartcards, biometric smartcards 
enhance security on the card, due to the probability of a biological 
feature of a person being identical with another person is less 
than one in sixty-four thousand million. 

Biometric smartcards can be thought of as a turnkey solution 
that combines security, f lexibility, durability and easy user 
experience. 

These cards achieve such security levels thanks to their onboard 
microprocessors processing the data directly, without remote 
connections. The biometric technology used depends on the 
Match-on-Card (MoC) that will store the holder's biometric data 
and protect such communications with encryption. Biometric 
smartcards demonstrate a high level of f lexibility as the 
technology used within the card is adaptable enough to integrate 
with any applet, is durable enough to last for many years and 
provides user friendliness; the card’s portability makes it easy 
for users to carry in their wallet.

1 Source: “Predicting the First Recorded Set of Identical Fingerprints,” by David, E. and Siobhan, P., 2015, Journal of Interdisciplinary Science Topics.

By Manal Ashraf Abdelhadi , TrustSec

Forget your 
PASSWORD – use 

your FINGER!
Customized Biometric TrustSec OS “SLCOS”

FORGET YOUR PASSWORD – USE YOUR FINGER!
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Biometric smartcards are the best solution in providing ultimate 
security to end-users. Especially in sensitive environments that 
require a high level of security in logical and system access. Such 
examples are governmental sectors, where biometric smartcards 
are used as an accurate digital identification solution to access 
security-restricted buildings or access various government 
applications (border control, national identification cards, voter 
registration and passports). Biometric smartcards also bring a 
security benefit to the healthcare sector, where biometrics could 
be used by government-affiliated healthcare entities to access a 
patient's medical records and ensure fraud prevention.

The biometric data never leaves the 
card.

The technology used in TrustSec biometric smartcards 
eliminates cyberattacks, by avoiding the vulnerability of storing 
the biometrics data on database servers. These servers may be 
based on insecure networks that are vulnerable to cyberattacks, 
that might lead to abuse of the biometric data of a person.

TrustSec biometric smartcards adopt Match-on-Card technology 
that eliminates the need for the database, by both storing and 
processing biometric data directly on the secure microcontroller 
of the smartcard. Match-on-Card technology works by comparing 
the fingerprint presented by the user, with the stored fingerprint 
in the secure environment, without having to send fingerprint 
data to a terminal or a remote server. Match-on-Card technology 
is typically performed in three steps,

1. Fingerprint capturing (Acquisition), 

2. Features Extraction (Minutiae extraction) into template

3. Templates Matching.

The Match-on-Card feature eliminates the risk of loss or theft 
of the cards entirely, as there would be no risk of the biometric 
smartcard being used without the unique fingerprint of its 
holder.

Privacy comes first

Biometrics are biologically unique to the individual; therefore, 
once compromised, the individual has no recourse and is at a 
heightened risk for identity theft and therefore likely to withdraw 
from biometric enrolment. The majority of the population fear 
the loss of their identity through identity theft. This, in turn, has 
raised regulations governing secure biometric data collection, the 
use of such data and the processing of said data more complex. 

The gap between enterprises who wish to apply biometric 
technology and the unease of the users concerning such 
technology, is solved by the use of Match-on-Card technology to 
save the users' identity, while applying high-security measures in 
the enterprise at the same time.

About TrustSec smartcard OS “SLCOS”

TrustSec smartcard OS is developing an open Java CardTM 
operating system, that manages the smartcard resources as 
a principal component in the security chain; it protects the 
personal identity of the user and provides the required security 
services to the end-users. 

The OS works in conjunction with secure controllers from 
Infineon Technologies. It also allows third-party vendors to build 
embedded applications and applets without affecting security. 
The beta version was released in 2016 and TrustSec smart card 
OS has been in continuous development throughout the last five 

The technology used in TrustSec 
biometric smartcards eliminates cyberattacks by 

avoiding the vulnerability of storing the biometrics 
data on database servers.
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years over multiple Infineon controllers (SLE78 and SLC52) and 
is now planning to port its SLCOS to Infineon’s SLC38/B. 

SLCOS is now compatible with Java Card™ 3.0.4 and 
the Biometry1toN Package from Java Card™ 3.0.5 is also 
implemented, as well as Global Platform 2.2.1 with MoC  
schemes (templates stored on the card, matching is done on card).

TrustSec has entered into a joint agreement with the leading 
biometric sensors providers in the market to, supply biometrically 
enabled security solutions for identity management, access 
control, and payment authentication applications.

In 2019, TrustSec collaborated with NEXT Biometrics to integrate 
their fingerprint sensor with TrustSec’s SLCOS operating system, 
with a certified Common Criteria PKI applet providing the first 
version of its contact biometric smart card. The following year 
TrustSec made progress in integrating both Fingerprints and 
IDEX biometrics fingerprint sensors with SLCOS, in order to 
provide both biometric contact and contactless smartcards.

Worry-free payments with biometric 
smartcards solution

Biometric technology brings a whole new level of security to 
contactless payments. No more skimming, no more forgetting 
which PIN to use, no need to touch the terminal, and no more 
uncertain payments – only trusted contactless payments.  
Payment networks and issuers can expect an overall reduction 
in fraud rates for lost and stolen cards, as the only person who 
can make a transaction with a biometric payment card is the 
individual who matches the biometric data stored on the card.

Also, the new technology will have no effect on the current POS 
terminals currently in use in the market today. No technical 

upgrade is required on the POS as the biometric check is directly 
performed on the EMV biometric card and nowhere else.

Transaction limits could be a thing of 
the past

Contactless technology has been a game-changer in payments 
methodology, boasting several advantages to both consumers 
and businesses, compared to traditional payment methods and 
ensuring quick and accurate payments with an excellent user 
experience.

Contactless payments were also applauded for their health 
benefits during the pandemic – limiting physical interaction 
and reducing any concern of spreading the virus during 
transactions. However, it was stymied by transaction limit 
regulations, put in place to minimize fraud.

Even w ith the advancement of management systems 
for identifying fraud patterns and detecting suspicious 
transactions, it is impossible to allow open transaction limits, 
even during the pandemic.

The biometric feature addition to contactless payment cards will 
usher in a new era, enabling no limits to contactless payments. 
Users will be securely authenticated with their fingerprint and 
should therefore enjoy the convenience of contactless payments 
and payment fraud will be minimized. Users will no more be 
at risk should they lose their cards, thanks to their unique 
fingerprint being the only way to activate the smartcard. 

Biometric technology brings a whole 
new level of security to contactless payments. No more 

skimming, no more forgetting which PIN to use, no 
need to touch the terminal, and no more uncertain 

payments – only trusted contactless payments.

FORGET YOUR PASSWORD – USE YOUR FINGER!
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 With the move towards a cashless and contactless digital 
online life, the pick-pocket has evolved into something else – the 
cybercriminal. And they’re making a lot more money and causing 
far more damage than a traditional pick-pocket – with far less 
risk of being caught. The reason being that our lives today are, 
to a large extent, a combination of algorithms flowing through 
cyberspace. Although they are encrypted, they are also freely 
accessible for hackers to exploit. 

Value today lies in owning data and the latest statistics showing 
that in the year 2020, the cost of identity theft in the US alone 
totaled USD 56 billion. Software solutions and individuals’ digital 
lives needs to be better protected, to stop the exponential cost 
increase of cybercriminal activities that worldwide amounted to 
USD 6 Trillion in 2020. 

Add to this the uncertainty whether or not your data has been 
stolen and the fraudster waiting for the perfect moment to use it 
for extortion, the placing of ransomware or simply to ruin your 
business. This happens more frequently than we care to admit. 
Software often represents stand-alone solutions without any real 
protective hardware (that the criminal will need to physically 
acquire or steal) to make the software usable and/or valuable.

The recent COVID-19 pandemic required many people to work 
online from home, and demonstrated that we need to look at 
better ways to secure our daily digital life, with better security 
routines than we had in the past. Individuals need to stay safe in 
this rapidly evolving digital world, rife with massive data breaches 
and the hacking of software solutions. As we witness further waves 
of COVID-19, we need to act now, as protection of an individual’s 
and company’s data will be a prime issue for many years to come.

PROTECTING VULNERABLE SOFTWARE THROUGH BIOMETRIC CARD SOLUTIONS

By Frank Sandeløv, CardLab Innovation

PROTECTING 
vulnerable software 

through BIOMETRIC 
CARD solutions
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CardLab Innovation is a Danish company, delivering secure card 
solutions to companies and organizations around the world and 
have received interest in their biometric card solutions to help 
solve some of today’s security and hygiene issues such as:

• Huge increase in data and identity theft.

• Exponential growth in Cyber-crime activities.

• The need for biometric authentication without the requirement 
to host biometric databases.

• An alternative to unsanitary PIN terminals, central fingerprint 
and hand readers that convey a significant risk of transferring 
the COVID-19 virus through physical interaction.

• Unsecure remote work stations.

• An alternative to two-factor payment authentication, that has 
become cumbersome and vulnerable.

The increase in contacts and requests that CardLab has received 
indicates, to them, a growing problem with issues that need to be 
solved both short term and long term.

A biometric card project with the basic 
solutions

CardLab Innovation and its partner QuardLock, were selected by 
the EU Commission in 2016, under the Horizon 2020 program, 
to provide a biometric solution, including a biometric card and a 

back-end authentication system to protect critical infrastructure. 
Although conscious of the security improvements it represented, 
it was hard to forecast that both cybercrime and COVID-19 
would be such massive elements in such a short timeframe by the 
project end in 2020. However, CardLab emerged with a secure 
solution that solves both the need for digital security and today’s 
hygiene issues.

The European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation 
program supported the project under Grant Agreement No 
757096; including CardLab’s biometric cards and QuardLock 
back-end authentication server, creating an unbreakable link 
between the physical and digital identity. By introducing 
biometric cards for logical and digital access, payment, ID 
cards, crypto authentication etc., a number of benefits are 
achieved; 

1. Unique identification of the user as biometric verification 
happens offline – on the card – creating a token ID that is 
worthless to a hacker in case of a “Man-in-the-Middle” attack.

2. The cards communicate via contact or contactless interface, 
eliminating the need to put hands or fingers on readers 
touched by others. This eliminates the risk of spreading a 
virus or other infectious diseases.

3. No personal biometric data is stored in central databases. 
The data is stored only on the card as a hashed template for 
verification in the card’s Secure Element. This provides privacy 
protection and easier GDPR compliance for companies.

4. Biometric authentication removes the need to remember 

Value today lies in owning data and the 
latest statistics shows that in the year 2020, the cost of 

identity theft in the US alone totaled USD 56 billion. 
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an increasing variety of passwords and saves effort by 
a company’s IT support department, as forgotten and 
compromised passwords are no longer an issue.

5. Biometric multi-factor authentication on the card eliminates 
the slow and cumbersome two-factor authentication with 
SMS, authenticator tools etc. and reduces total authentication 
time to less than 3.5 sec.

6. The solution is scalable as an overarching security umbrella 
that contains security protection for several solutions via API’s 
linking to, for example, a driving license, passport, social 
security card, access card etc. to the same authentication 
gateway.

The result of the Horizon 2020 project, is a standard biometric 
card design that addresses different requirements and use-cases, 
tailored to various kinds of uses in all business verticals. Common 
for all, is that the card can work offline on energy harvesting or 
with its own battery. The digital process in the card can happen 
without any hacking risk, thanks to the software being protected 
by the offline hardware state, in addition to the secure hardware 
(secure IC controllers) in the card, from suppliers such as 
Infineon Technologies.

This provides different solution categories:

• OTP card for e-banking, e-commerce, e-government and 
e-health

• Energy harvesting low-cost card for ID, payment and access

• Hybrid multi-purpose card for payment, access, ID, 
authentication etc.

• Rechargeable card for frequent use, blockchain authentication, 
message encryption etc.

Analog versus digital biometric device 
security

Many solutions introduced to us in our daily life are regularly 
introduced as being more convenient, cheaper or more secure – 
but the question is ‘to whom?’. When looking at digital biometric 
solutions, we are often confronted with some kind of online 
solution, where introduction of the off line hardware element 
represents the big difference in security. 

The result of the Horizon 2020 project 
is a standard biometric card design that addresses 
different requirements and use-cases, tailored to 

various kinds of uses in all business verticals.
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Hackers have shown beyond doubt, that any online device can 
be hacked. If you have interesting and potentially useful data for 
a criminal third party, it is no longer a question if you will be 
hacked, but when you will be hacked. Citizen biometric data is 
extremely interesting and valuable. A false identity creates access 
to plenty of fraudulent opportunities. Once a biometric identity is 
lost, it is somewhere between very hard and totally impossible to 
recreate this unique biometric identity. 

Biometric data used for personal identification should never be 
kept in databases or IoT devices for online verification. The risk of 
an illegal hacking is not only great, but the likelihood continues to 
grow; even a small staff mistake can lead to a massive biometric 
data loss. We witnessed this with the Aadhaar system in 2018 
and the CBP data loss in 2019.

The hacker’s worst nightmare

CardLab security solutions represent a much-needed paradigm 
shift in making hacking activities worthless, provides easy GDPR 
and PSD 2 compliance, privacy protection and seamless and cost-
effective integration within an existing infrastructure. The real 
paradigm shift is to reintroduce the offline hardware element to 
the authentication process, with the offline biometric card fully 
removed from a hacker's reach; what cannot be seen cannot be 
hacked. The card is also protected by using secure components 
inside the smartcard.

The smartcard is offline, it stays offline until the user decides 
to activate it. When this happens, the smartcard releases 
information when the identity is verified by a correct fingerprint 
- the only data visible to a hacker is a tokenized message. As 
tokenization happens off line in the card's Secure Element, 
it makes it impossible to decrypt and use the token encoded 
in the online communication following the biometric card 
authentication. 

The existence of such an offline analog element within the chain, 
is what prevents the hackers from getting useful data and reusing 
it. The biometric token is created offline where the hacker cannot 
see how it is done and will not know what to expect next.

The biometric smartcard solution brings real value to a 
thorough Know-Your-Customer (KYC) process, where there 
is a need for the delivery of specific data (thanks to money 
laundering protection processes) before an account or other 
services can be granted. Today, we would argue this is an 
obsolete process, as no-one can guarantee that an individual’s 
computer, smartphone or other online device isn’t compromised 
and third parties are using your identity. To secure the value 
of a KYC process, it is necessary that there is an association 
between the issuing and enrolment of a biometric card, to 
create the unbreakable link between an individuals physical 
and biometric identity. Thwarting those parties who would steal 
such data at every turn.
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The future

Digitalization is here to stay and the benefits it delivers are 
substantial. However, the solutions provided need to be secure, 
robust, flexible and cost effective. CardLab can deliver on all 
parameters, by providing the essential secure offline elements 
required to enable trustworthiness and security in these 
solutions;

• Any biometric data is held in the card only as a hashed value 
outside malicious third-party reach.

• The biometric smartcards represent a unique and secure 
identification for home and office working positions.

• Seamless integration with the existing infrastructure.

• Biometric verification of an individual’s identity without 
touching readers or PIN pads.

• “All in one” multifunction solution for access, ID, payment etc. 
in the same card.

• Risk of biometric data loss from central databases is 
eliminated.

• Elimination of security risk through lost and stolen passwords.

• Full user-control of one’s own biometric data.

• Fastest, most convenient and user-friendly authentication 
solution.

The analog offline element represented by biometric smartcards, 
that can turn individuals into tokenized data on the internet, 
is currently the most secure way of handling an individual’s 
sensitive data they possess – their own biometric data. This, 
combined with the backend authentication system, represents 
a new and far more secure unique identification and identity 
protection at the same time.

The biometric smartcard provides true protection of vulnerable 
software in the most convenient and secure way and is available 
on the market to secure critical infrastructure at all levels. These 
biometric smartcards are ready for a future that includes better 
cyber-protection, hygienic authentication solutions, creates a 
secure work station and ensures full privacy protection. It also 
provides an “all in one” solution supporting multipurpose secure 
smartcard solutions. 

For more CardLab information visit www.cardlab.com

PROTECTING VULNERABLE SOFTWARE THROUGH BIOMETRIC CARD SOLUTIONS

The biometric smartcard provides true 
protection of vulnerable software in the most 

convenient and secure way and is available on the 
market to secure critical infrastructure at all levels.
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 A research report by ABI Research* projects the market 
for biometric payment cards to be reaching 353 million pieces 
per year by 2025 globally, as an optimistic scenario. Allowing 
card manufacturers to address this new growing market 
segment, Infineon Technologies AG (FSE: IFX / OTCQX: 
IFNNY), the global leader in smart card payment solutions, 
and IDEX Biometrics ASA (OSE: IDEX / NASDAQ: IDBA), the 
leading provider of advanced fingerprint identification and 
authentication solutions, today announced a reference design for 
the next generation biometric smart card architecture.

The reference design leverages the combination of Infineon’s 
new SLC38BML800 security controller with additional GPIO-
interfaces and the latest generation of the TrustedBio™ solution 
from IDEX Biometrics. This enables fingerprint authentication 
with low latency, high accuracy, and power efficiency. The 
integration of the fingerprint sensor, the secure element, power 

management and communications, reduce the complexity of card 
manufacturing, which shortens time to market and lowers costs.

“This new design provides significant improvements at the 
card system level, which allow easy integration into existing 
hot lamination card manufacturing processes. Therefore, 
the architecture increases card performance, while reducing 
manufacturing complexity at the same time,” commented 
Tolgahan Yildiz, head of the Payment and Ticketing Solutions 
product line at Infineon.

“The additional interfaces and the energy efficiency of our 
security controller allow industrialization of high performance 
biometric smart cards. This fingerprint solution is yet another 
proof point for our continuous innovation to enable easy to use, 
easy to integrate, highly accurate and cost effective biometric 
smart cards,” he continued.

by Infineon Technologies

Infineon 
and IDEX Biometrics 

announces PLATFORM 
for biometric 

SMARTCARDS

*ABI Research Report: Biometric Payment Cards, Dec 10, 2020
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TrustedBio delivers fingerprint images with high accurate 
authentication results (FRR/FAR and PAD performance) 
for payment applications. With the performance of the 
SLC38BML800, biometrically authenticated transactions 
are accomplished in a market-leading speed of less than 500 
milliseconds. An internal clock frequency of up to 100 MHz 
not only enables biometric fingerprint card applications, the 
SLC38BML800 is very adaptable for payment, ID, and logical 
and physical access. Customers using this reference design can 
easily address these and other authenticated applications with 
rapid time to market.

“Strong demand dr ivers for card-based f inger pr int 
authentication are in place for both issuers and users of 
payment cards. However, to date, the relatively high cost 
of manufacturing biometrically enabled smart cards, has 
inhibited mass-market adoption. With TrustedBio, IDEX 
Biometrics has integrated a patented, highly differentiated 

polymer sensor into a single device, delivering proprietary 
image capture, processing, and matching capabilities, as well 
as power management functions. No other biometric solution on 
the market offers this level of integration”, said Vince Graziani, 
Chief Executive Officer of IDEX Biometrics.

*ABI Research Report: Biometric Payment Cards, Dec 10, 2020

Availability

Samples of Infineon’s SLC38BML800 security controller can 
be ordered now; mass production is planned to start at the end 
of 2021. A software development kit for the reference design is 
available from IDEX. Samples of IDEX Biometrics’ TrustedBio 
solution are available, with mass production starting by the end 
of the third quarter of 2021. 
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By Klaus Schmeh, cryptovision GmbH

CRYPTO agility  
for eID cards:  

WHY the MIGRATION 
to post-quantum 

algorithms is 
CHALLENGING
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 Among the hundreds of post-quantum algorithms known in 
the cryptographic community, about ten have made it to serious 
standardisation attempts. Now that things are becoming more 
and more concrete, it is time to check how the most promising 
post-quantum methods can be used in practice. This means 
that the concept of “crypto agility”, which states that it should 
be possible to replace crypto algorithms easily, is put to the 
test. Among other things, the extreme key lengths of many 
post-quantum algorithms require attention. In this article, the 
question of post-quantum crypto agility is covered with a focus 
on eID cards.

Currently, the most important standardisation activity with 
respect to post-quantum cryptography, is a competition hosted by 
the US standardisation agency NIST. The goal of this project is to 
find a suite of asymmetric post-quantum crypto algorithms that 
are both secure and practicable, as well as to standardise these. 
After 82 crypto systems were submitted, several competition 
rounds have led to seven finalists. It is expected that about four 
of them will be declared winners. Five of the seven remaining 
participants are lattice-based crypto systems, while the two 
others are code-based (McEliece) or depend on multivariate 
polynomials (Rainbow).

Some of these new crypto systems need to be put into practice 
before quantum computers can break the currently used 
algorithms such as RSA and Diffie-Hellman. Worst-case 
scenarios presume that this might happen as early as in ten years.

Keys grow longer

The most obvious difference between the NIST finalists and 
conventional methods lies in the key lengths. For RSA and Diffie-
Hellman, both the private and the public key is in the range of 
0.5 Kbyte. Typical lattice-based systems work with 5 Kbyte keys, 
while McEliece and Rainbow even require 100 or more Kbyte to 
be secure.

Comparing the performance of post-quantum algorithms with 
RSA and Diffie-Hellman is complex, as code optimization, 
hardware architectures (including crypto coprocessors) and 
several other aspects have to be considered. As a very general 

rule, it can be said that the methods shortlisted by the NIST 
achieve similar decryption and signature speeds as the 
conventional algorithms, provided they are implemented in an 
optimized way. Key generation, encryption, and verification 
performance differ considerably, making comparisons between 
the methods even more complicated.

The methods of post-quantum cryptography, which include the 
lattice-based encryption method shown here, differ significantly 
from currently used algorithms such as RSA and Diffie-Hellman.

Post-quantum crypto on smart cards

The main question about post-quantum cryptography in the 
eID world, is whether the smart card chips typically used for 
electronic identity documents are suitable for the algorithms 
currently discussed. Current smart card solutions are mostly 
geared towards RSA or Diffie-Hellman keys. They typically have 
a crypto coprocessor that is optimized to handle numbers of 
length 2 or 4 Kbit. The available RAM memory is in the single-
digit Kbyte range, and non-volatile memory is limited to a few 
hundred Kbytes.

With a look at platforms of this kind, Ben Drisch, eID consultant 
at cryptovision, explains: “The current smart cards are hardly 
suitable for handling significantly longer keys. In addition, they 
are not optimized for lattice, code and multivariate polynomial 
operations, which results in low performance.” Revising the 
current chip architectures is therefore an important challenge for 
the years to come. Says Ben Drisch: “The memory of eID cards 
needs to be expanded, while new types of coprocessors must be 
developed and integrated.” This development is likely to take 
years and incur considerable costs. 

 

“The memory of eID cards needs to be expanded, while new 

types of coprocessors must be developed and integrated.” 

 

Ben Drisch, cryptovision
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Research is in full swing

The progress in post-quantum crypto standardisation has led 
to numerous research projects that investigate the use of the 
new methods in practice. Among other things, crypto-agility 
strategies are developed for network protocols, encryption 
software, and embedded systems.

Some of the current research projects focus on the use of post-
quantum algorithms on smart cards and similar platforms. 
Infineon, for example, has implemented a lattice-based 
algorithm on a commercially available contactless smart card 
chip. However, for optimal performance, new hardware concepts 
are necessary. For this purpose, in a follow-up project, Infineon 
developed a new coprocessor that accelerates lattice operations 
considerably.

The project Aquorypt (“Applicability of Quantum-Computer-
Resistant Cryptographic Methods”) has a more general approach. 

 
 
It aims to develop possible solutions for the implementation 
of post-quantum processes on smart cards and in embedded 
systems. It is supported by the German Federal Ministry of 
Education and Research.

Of course, smart cards are not the only part of an eID 
infrastructure that needs to deal with post-quantum crypto 
algorithms. For instance, the Public Key Infrastructure (PKI), 
including X.509 and card-verifiable certificates, needs to be 
post-quantum ready as well. The same is true for eID-relevant 
protocols, such as EAC and the Diffie-Hellman-based PACE.

Cryptovision has taken action, too, as Ben Drisch reports: “We 
are exploring the use of post-quantum systems in our smart card 
applications and eID middleware solutions. Our policy has always 
been to provide our customers with the best crypto algorithms 
available, and we’ll maintain this in the post-quantum era.” 

Source: cryptovision
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A TRUSTED and 
SECURE Identity 
for all Europeans?

 Early in June this year, The European Commission proposed 
a framework for a European Digital Identity, which will be 
available to all EU citizens, residents, and businesses in the EU. 
Citizens will be able to prove their identity and share electronic 
documents from their European Digital Identity wallets, with 
the click of a button on their phone. They will be able to access 
online services with their national digital identification, that will 
be recognized throughout Europe. Very large platforms will be 
required to accept the use of European Digital Identity wallets 
upon request of the user, for example to prove their age. Use of 
the European Digital Identity wallet will always be at the choice 
of the user.

“The European digital identity will enable us to do in any 
Member State as we do at home, without any extra cost and fewer 
hurdles. Be that renting a flat or opening a bank account outside 
of our home country. And do this in a way that is secure and 
transparent. So that we will decide how much information we 
wish to share about ourselves, with whom and for what purpose,” 
commented Margrethe Vestager, Executive Vice-President for 
a Europe Fit for the Digital Age. “This is a unique opportunity 
to take us all further into experiencing what it means to live in 
Europe, and to be European.”

Under the new Regulation, Member States will offer citizens and 
businesses digital wallets that will be able to link their national 

digital identities with proof of other personal attributes (e.g., 
driving license, diplomas, bank account). These wallets may be 
provided by public authorities or by private entities, provided they 
are recognized by a Member State. Thierry Breton, Commissioner 
for Internal Market is reported to have said, “EU citizens not only 
expect a high level of security, but also convenience, whether 
they are dealing with national administrations such as to submit 
a tax return or to enroll at a European university where they 
need official identification. The European Digital Identity wallets 
offer a new possibility for them to store and use data for all sorts 
of services, from checking in at the airport to renting a car. It 
is about giving a choice to consumers; a European choice. Our 
European companies, large and small, will also benefit from 
this digital identity; they will be able to offer a wide range of 
new services, since the proposal offers a solution for secure and 
trusted identification services.”

The new European Digital Identity Wallets will enable all 
Europeans to access services online and will securely store 
payment details and passwords, allowing Europeans to 
access these public and private services across the bloc, e.g. 
renting a flat, accessing a bank account, applying for loans, etc., 
via a single recognizable identity. Most importantly, it will be 
a standalone identification method, eliminating the needless 
sharing of personal data.

By Steve Atkins, Silicon Trust
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The European Digital Identity will be:

• Available to anyone who wants to use it: Any EU citizen, 
resident, and business in the Union who would like to make 
use of the European Digital Identity will be able to do so.

• Widely useable: The European Digital Identity wallets will 
be useable widely, as a way either to identify users or to 
prove certain personal attributes, for the purpose of access 
to public and private digital services across the Union. 

• Users in control of their data: The European Digital Identity 
wallets will enable people to choose which aspects of their 
identity, data and certificates they share with third parties, 
and to keep track of such sharing. User control ensures that 
only information that needs to be shared, will be shared.

In parallel to the legislative process, the Commission will work 
with Member States and the private sector on technical aspects 
of the European Digital Identity. Through the Digital Europe 
Program, the Commission will support the implementation of 
the European Digital Identity framework, and many Member 
States have foreseen projects for the implementation of the 
e-government solutions, including the European Digital Identity 
in their national plans under the Recovery and Resilience Facility.

The Commission’s 2030 Digital Compass set out a number of 
targets and milestones which the European Digital Identity will 

help achieve. For example, by 2030, all key public services should 
be available online, all citizens will have access to electronic 
medical records; and 80% citizens should use an eID solution.

For this initiative, the Commission builds on the existing 
cross-border legal framework for trusted digital identities, the 
European electronic identification and trust services initiative 
(eIDAS Regulation). Adopted in 2014, it provides the basis for 
cross-border electronic identification, authentication and website 
certification within the EU. Already about 60% of Europeans can 
benefit from the current system.

However, a note of caution sounded by industry players over 
plans for a pan-EU wallet. These players point to the lack of 
foundational capabilities, especially in the financial sector 
,that prevents the true unification of such a market. Industry 
observers argue that this capability, just like any marketplace, 
will require a significant push to be adopted. That’s why one of 
the main challenges surrounding the EU eID will be introducing 
the idea to EU citizens, as projecting a clear-cut value proposition 
could give it the much-needed boost.

Marius Galdikas, CEO at ConnectPay, echoed the view of a 
number of these industry players when he said, “If EU citizens 
do not sign-up, there will be no point for businesses to use this 
wallet. Furthermore, people will not be inclined to sign up 
unless there is clear value for them, in other words, a sufficient 
number of businesses that have already signed up. Interestingly 
enough, this dilemma becomes similar to “the chicken or the 

In parallel to the legislative process, 
the Commission will work with Member States and the 

private sector on technical aspects of the  
European Digital Identity. 
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egg” question, as both business and citizens want to be able to 
anticipate plausible benefits.”

Currently, there are 19 e-ID schemes used by 14 European Union 
countries, however, according to the European Commission, 
their “take-up is low” due to limited business applications and 
cumbersome use. There is also no requirement for Member States 
to develop a national digital ID and to make it interoperable 
with the ones of other Member States, which leads to high 
discrepancies between countries. The Commission hopes that the 
current proposal will address these shortcomings, by improving 
the effectiveness of the framework and extending its benefits to 
the private sector and to mobile use.

While the idea of a single EU eID wallet is attractive to many, 
there are industry actors who take a more practical view of the 
initiative and its implementation. They recommend the use 
of smartphones as the identification means of choice and that 
national Government-issued IDs should act as a root-of-trust 
for any EU eID enrolment, with security based upon certified 
eSIMs (embedded subscriber identity modules) and multi-factor 
authentication.

“Various methods exist to create a digital ID from a physical 
identity or person, respectively. Before an EU eID can be created 
and issued to a citizen, a thorough enrolment process needs to 
take place. Identity proofing and verification builds the basis for 
enrolment,” commented Markus Moesenbacher, Head of Product 

Marketing ID Solutions, Infineon Technologies. “Many existing 
identity providers rely only upon self-claimed identities (Google 
or Facebook). However, especially in the governmental context, 
highly assured identity verification processes are required. 
Identity verification is based on authentic evidences. For an 
EU eID, highly-secured evidences such as chip-based ID cards, 
electronic passports, or eIDAS-notified identification means are 
recommended to be used for eID creation.”

Bearing this in mind, these industry actors recommend that 
any enrolment and identity proofing should be carried out fully 
remotely. The basic EU eID should consist of a minimum data 
set according to eIDAS, derived from the highest national and 
eIDAS-notified identification means or a secure travel document 
(chip-based ID card, electronic passport) together with a possible 
video identification/verification mechanism. The basic ID 
information could be stored in the wallet of the mobile device.

The EU eID wallet has immense potential to transform and unify 
the market, consequently taking on such tech giants like Google 
and Facebook in terms of reigning in their control of personal 
data. However, whether it will truly diminish the cross-border 
red tape remains to be seen. 

Currently, there are 19 e-ID schemes used 
by 14 European Union countries, however, according to 
the European Commission, their “take-up is low” due to 

limited business applications and cumbersome use.

A TRUSTED AND SECURE IDENTITY FOR ALL EUROPEANS?
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THE SILICON TRUST

THE INDUSTRY’S PREMIER SILICON BASED
SECURITY PARTNER PROGRAM 

The Silicon Trust is a well-established marketing program for 
smart card solutions with high visibility in the worldwide govern-
ment and identification (ID) markets. With over 30 companies 
along the value chain, the Silicon Trust forms a strong community 
of like-minded companies.
 
THE SILICON TRUST PROGRAM FOCUSES
PRIMARILY ON:

–  Educating government decision makers about technical possi-
bilities of ID systems and solutions

–  Development and implementation of marketing material and 
educational events

–  Bringing together leading players from the public and private 
sectors with industry and government decision makers

–  Identifying the latest ID projects, programs and technical trends

EXECUTIVE COUNCIL

The Executive Council has been the steering committee of the 
Silicon Trust since 2008. It drives the Silicon Trust by defining 
the topics and directions of the program’s publications, work-
shops and meetings.

INFINEON TECHNOLOGIES
Infineon Technologies AG is a world leader in 
semiconductors. Infineon offers products and 
system solutions addressing three central chal-

lenges to modern society: energy efficiency, mobility, and security. 
In the 2016 fiscal year (ending September 30), the company re-
ported sales of Euro 6,5 billion with about 36,000 employees 
worldwide. Infineon is the world’s leading vendor of secure chip card 
ICs used for passports, ID cards, payment cards, mobile subscriber 
authentication (SIM cards), access cards and trusted-computing 
solutions as well as being a technology driver in the hardware-
based security field. 
www.infineon.com

ADVISORY BOARD

The Silicon Trust Advisory Board supports the Executive Council 
in defining the direction of the program in terms of public policy
and scientific relevance. 

BSI
Bundesamt für Sicherheit in der Informationstechnik – The Ger-
man Federal Office for Information Security (BSI) is an independ-
ent and neutral authority for IT security. It has been established 
in 1991 as a high level federal public agency within the area of 

responsibility of the Ministry of the Inte-
rior. The BSI’s ultimate ambition is the 
protection of information and communi-
cation. 

Especially in the area of smart card technology, BSI is responsible  
for the design and definition of secure solution requirements for 
governmental identification documents. The German ePassport 
has been introduced in 2005, the second ePassport generation  
followed 2007, and starting in 2010 the all-new German eID card 
has opened a new trustworthy approach to Internet authentication  
for all German citizens. Security of all these documents is based on  
BSI specifications, developed in close collaboration with European/
international standardization bodies and leading industry partners. 
www.bsi.bund.de

FRAUNHOFER AISEC
Fraunhofer AISEC supports firms from all 
industries and service sectors in securing 
their systems, infrastructures, products and 

offerings. The institution develops qualitatively high-value secu-
rity technologies, which increase the reliability, trustworthiness 
and tamper-resistance of IT-based systems and products. The  
approximately 80 members of the Fraunhofer AISEC scientific and 
technical staff balance economic needs, user-friendliness, and  
security requirements to develop optimally tailored concepts and 
solutions. 
The security test labs are equipped with state-of-the-art equip-
ment, and highly qualified security experts evaluate and analyze 
the security of products and hardware components as well as soft-
ware products and applications. In our laboratories, functionality, 
interoperability and compliance are tested to give clients targeted, 
effective advice. Strategic partnerships with global corporations as 
well as with internationally recognized universities guarantee sci-
entific excellence as well as its market-driven implementation. 
www.aisec.fraunhofer.de 

SILICON TRUST  
DIRECTORY 2021
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SILICON TRUST PARTNERS

Partners of the Silicon Trust are a vital element of the program. 
The partners represent all aspects of the value chain and are 
international representatives of the ID industry. They all share 
one common goal – to create awareness, to educate and to pro-
mote the need for silicon-based security technologies.

AdvanIDe 
Advanced ID Electronics – is one of the 
leading silicon distributors, focused on 
components for RFID transponders, 

chip cards and RFID readers and terminals. Thanks to its opti-
mized semiconductor supply chain, AdvanIDe can guarantee 
manufacturers of smart cards, RFID transponders and readers the 
most efficient access to the latest semiconductors.
www.advanide.com

ATOS
Atos SE is an international information technol-
ogy services company with 2014 annual reve-
nue of € 9 billion and 86,000 employees in 66 

countries. Serving a global client base, it delivers IT services 
through Consulting & Systems Integration, Managed Operations, 
and transactional services through Worldline, the European lead-
er and a global player in the payments services industry. It works 
with clients across different business sectors: Manufacturing, Re-
tail & Transportation; Public & Health; Financial Services; Telcos, 
Media & Utilities.
www.atos.net

AUSTRIACARD
AUSTRIACARD AG is a holding com-
pany of businesses providing end-to-
end solutions and products in the 

field of Digital Security and Information Management. The Group 
brings together the century-long heritage in printing services and 
state-of-the-art digital data solutions (Information Management 
division) with the well-established production and personaliza-
tion of smart cards and the offer of cutting-edge digital payment 
solutions (Digital Security division). The combination of well-es-
tablished industrial roots with an expanding services portfolio 
that meets the needs of the increasingly digital and mobile econ-
omy is at the very core of the Group’s confidence in its future.
www.austriacardag.com

AVATOR
AVTOR LLC is an integrator of cyberse-
curity solutions and the leading Ukrain-
ian developer in the field of crypto-

graphic protection of confidential information. The AVTOR’s 
hardware secure tokens and HSMs are based on smartcard tech-
nology and own smartcard operating system “UkrCOS” are com-
pliant for operations with qualified digital signatures and classi-
fied information.

AVTOR provides services for development and integration of com-
plex cybersecurity systems for automated systems for different 
purposes and any level of complexity and predominantly deals 
with: protection of data transfer (IP-traffic); secure electronic doc-
ument management; developing corporate and public certifying 
authorities (CA) in public key infrastructure (PKI); integration of 
complex information security systems; development of special 
secure communications systems.
http://www.avtor.ua

CARDLAB
CardLab is a world leading data and privacy 
protection and Cyber security company by use of 
its biometric card technology provided to the 

powered smart card industry having developed and 
commercialized ISO 7810 compliant secure card products 
including:
• Full “System on Card” biometric authentication solution 

based on Fingerprints™ FPC1300 T-shape™ touch sensor”, for 
payment, ID, Access control, blockchain and Cyber Security.

• Communication controlled RFID cards (Jammer & MuteCards),
• “All In One” card solution platform and other card solutions 

customized to customer specif ications for secure and 
sustainable card production.

CardLab is a Denmark based card development and manufacturing 
company with manufacturing partners in Asia and USA and 
own card lamination factory in Thailand. In collaboration with 
industry leading partners and suppliers, CardLab has developed 
sustainable and secure electronic card systems and production 
methods. CardLab offers unparalleled technical design and 
manufacturing support for card solutions including scalable 
security levels and existing infrastructure compatibility making 
implementation cost affordable for end users.

CARDPLUS
CardPlus is a consulting firm with a focus on cus-
tomized, enterprise level, Identity and Security 
Management Solutions. We offer a full range of 

Professional services to build, transform, implement and manage 
our customized enterprise level security and identity solutions. 
Due to our vast hands-on experience in designing and imple-
menting secure travel and identification systems for governments 
and large public sector customers, we are uniquely positioned to 
understand your highly complex security requirements and 
translate the same into practical, workable solutions.
www.cardplus.de

COGNITEC
Cognitec develops market-leading face recog-
nition technology and applications for indus-
try customers and government agencies 

around the world. In various independent evaluation tests, our 
FaceVACS® software has proven to be the premier technology 
available on the market. Cognitec’s portfolio includes products for 
facial database search, video screening, and biometric portrait 
capturing.
www.cognitec-systems.de
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CRYPTOVISION
cryptovision is a leading supplier of in-
novative cryptography & public key in-
frastructure (PKI) products. The lean 

and intelligent design of the complete product range makes it 
possible to integrate the most modern cryptography and PKI ap-
plication into any IT system. cryptovision PKI products secure the 
IT infrastructures of diverse sectors, from private enterprise to 
government agencies. The consultancy service spectrum ranges 
from the risk analysis of subsystems or standalone systems to the 
design of complete cross-platform cryptographic architectures.
www.cryptovision.com

DE LA RUE
De La Rue is a leading provider of sophisticated 
products and services that keep nations, their 
economies and their populations secure. At the 
forefront of identity management and security, De 
La Rue is a trusted partner of governments, central 

banks and commercial organisations around the globe.
www.delarue.com

GEMALTO
Gemalto, a Thales company, is a global 
leader in digital security, bringing trust 
to an increasingly connected world. We 

design and deliver a wide range of products, software and services 
based on two core technologies: digital identification and data 
protection.Our solutions are used by more than 30,000 
businesses and governments in 180 countries enabling them to 
deliver secure digital services for billions of individuals and things. 
Our technology is at the heart of modern life, from payment to 
enterprise security and the Internet of Things.We have built a 
unique portfolio of technology and expertise including physical 
and digital identity credentials, multiple methods of 
authentication – including biometrics – and IoT connectivity as 
well as data encryption and cloud service protection. Together, 
these technologies help organizations protect the entire digital 
service lifecycle from sign-up to sign-in and account deletion with 
data privacy managed throughout.Gemalto is part of the Thales 
group, a €19bn international organization with more than 
80,000 employees in 68 countries worldwide.

HBPC
Pénzjegynyomda Zrt. (Hungarian Banknote Printing 
Shareholding Company) is the exclusive producer of 
‘Forint’ banknotes, and is one of the leading security 
printers in Hungary, specializing in the production of 

documents and other products for protection against 
counterfeiting. Currently, HBPC produces passports, visa, ID 
documents, driving licenses, securities, duty and post stamps, tax 
stamps and banderols, paper- and plastic-based cards, with or 
without chip, and is aiming to provide complex system solutions.
www.penzjegynyomda.hu

HID GLOBAL
HID Global Government ID Solutions is dedicated 
to delivering highly secure, custom government-

to-citizen ID programs worldwide. HID Global Government ID 
Solutions offers government customers an end-to-end source for 
their most demanding state and national ID projects. With 
Genuine HID™, customers benefit from the industry’s broadest 
portfolio of trusted, interoperable secure identity solutions across 
all aspects of the government identification market. Government 
ID Solutions offerings include expert consulting services, data 
capture, credential management and issuance solutions, world-
leading credentials and e-documents, readers, inlays, 
prelaminates, LaserCard® optical security media technology, and 
FARGO® card printers. 
www.hidglobal.com

MASKTECH
MaskTech is the leading independent provider 
of high secure system on chip designs, 
embedded ROM masked products, security 
middleware, certification and integration 

services focused on human credential applications. MTCOS – 
MaskTech Chip Operating System – is a high performance and 
high security operating system, especially designed for secure 
semiconductors with powerful crypto co-processor and RFID, 
dual interface or contact interface. MTCOS is available on a unique 
variety of microcontrollers of different silicon vendors. MTCOS is a 
fully open standard (ISO/IEC) compliant multiapplications OS, 
used in more than 40 eID projects worldwide. 
www.masktech.de

MELZER
For decades, MELZER has been interna- 
tionally known as the leading production 

equipment supplier for cutting-edge ID Documents, Smart Cards, 
DIF Cards, RFID Inlays and e-Covers for Passports. Customised 
solutions in combination with the unique modular inline 
production processes ensure the highest productivity, flexibility 
and security, leading to maximum yield and the lowest per unit 
costs. Numerous governmental institutions, as well as private 
companies, rely on industrial solutions supplied by MELZER. The 
Melzer product portfolio also includes advanced RFID converting 
equipment for the production of Smart Labels/Tickets and 
Luggage Tags. 
www.melzergmbh.com

MICROPROSS
Established in 1979, Micropross is the 
leading company in the supply of test and 

personalization solutions for the business of RFID, smartcard, and 
Near Field Communication (NFC). Micropross has proven expertise 
in the design of laboratory and manufacturing test tools which 
are all considered as references in their domains. These tools 
allow users to fully characterize and test the electrical and 
protocol performance of products such as smartcards and 
smartphones in design, conformance, and production. In 2015, 
National Instruments acquired Micropross. 
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www.micropross.com

MK SMART
Established in 1999 in Vietnam, MK Group 
is the leading company in Southeast Asia 
with years of experience in providing Digital 

security solutions and Smart card products for the following 
industries: Government, Banking and Fintech, Transport, Telecom, 
IoT, Enterprises, and the Consumer market.
With production capacity of over 300 mio. card per annum and 
more than 700 employees, MK Smart (a member of MK Group) 
is ranked under the Top 10 largest card manufacturers globally. 
The companies production facilities and products are security 
certified by GSMA, Visa, Mastercard, Unionpay, ISO 9001 and 
FIDO. Our system and solutions business unit offers advanced 
issuance solutions and software for integrators and operators in 
all targeted industries.

MÜHLBAUER ID SERVICES GMBH
Founded in 1981, the Müh-
lbauer Group has grown to a 
proven one-stop-shop tech-
nology partner for the smart 

card, ePassport, RFID and solar back-end industry. Further busi-
ness fields are the areas of micro-chip die sorting, carrier tape 
equipment, as well as automation, marking and traceability sys-
tems. Mühlbauer’s Parts&Systems segment produces high preci-
sion components.
The Mühlbauer Group is the only one-stop-shop technology part-
ner for the production and personalization of cards, passports 
and RFID applications worldwide. With around 2,800 employ-
ees, technology centers in Germany, Malaysia, China, Slovakia,  
the U.S. and Serbia, and a global sales and service network, we 
are the world’s market leader in innovative equipment- and soft-
ware solutions, supporting our customers in project planning, 
technology transfer and production ramp up.
http://www.muehlbauer.de

OVD KINEGRAM
OVD Kinegram protect government 
documents and banknotes. More than 
100 countries have placed their trust 

in the KINEGRAM® security device to protect their high security 
documents. OVD Kinegram is a Swiss company and a member of 
the German Kurz group. The company has accumulated over 
three decades of experience in the protec- tion against counter-
feiting and maintains close contacts with police forces, customs 
authorities and internationally reputed security specialists. OVD 
Kinegram offers a full range of services: consulting, design, engi-
neering, in-house production, application machines and support 
as well as after-sales service.
www.kinegram.com

PARAGON ID
Paragon ID is a leader in identification solu-
tions, in the e-ID, transport, smart cities, 
traceability, brand protection and payment 

sectors. The company, which employs more than 600 staff, de-

signs and provides innovative identification solutions based on 
the latest technologies such as RFID and NFC to serve a wide 
range of clients worldwide in diverse markets.Paragon ID launched 
its eID activity in 2005. Since then, we have delivered 100 million 
RFID inlays and covers for ePassports. 24 countries have already 
chosen to rely on the silver ink technology developed and pat-
ented by Paragon ID for the deployment of their biometric elec-
tronic passport programs.Today, Paragon ID delivers nearly 1 mil-
lion inlays each month to the world’s leading digital security 
companies and national printing houses, including some of the 
most prestigious references in the industry. Through 3 secure and 
certified manufacturing sites located in France (Argent sur Saul-
dre), USA (Burlington, Vermont) and Romania (Bucharest), Para-
gon ID ensures a continuous supply to its local and global clients. 
Visit our website for more information and our latest news.
www.paragon-id.com
PAV

PAV Card is a German, family-run business and one 
of the leading manufacturers for smart cards and 
RFID solutions. PAV products are used in many ap-

plications, ranging from hotel access, airport and stadium tech-
nology to the use in retail outlets and smart card applications, 
such as payment and health insurance. PAV’s product range in-
cludes special heat resistant and tamper-proof ID cards as well as 
smart cards using the latest contactless technology for secure ac-
cess solutions suitable for corporate buildings or sensitive access 
areas, such as airports.
www. pav.de

POLYGRAPH COMBINE UKRAINA
State Enterprise “Polygraph Combine “Ukrai-
na” for securities’ production” is a state 
company that has more than 40 years of  
experience in providing printing solutions. 

Polygraph Combine “Ukraina” has built up its reputation in devel-
oping unique and customized solutions that exceed the expecta-
tions of customers and partners. Moreover, the enterprise offers 
the full cycle of production: from prepress (design) processes to 
shipment of the finished products to customers.It offers the wide 
range of products: passports, ID documents, bank cards, all types 
of stamps (including excise duty and postage stamps), diplomas, 
certificates and other security documents. Find more information 
at:
www.pk-ukraina.gov.ua

PRECISE BIOMETRICS
Precise Biometrics is an innovative company 
offering technology and expertise for easy, se-

cure, and accurate authentication using smart cards and finger-
print recognition. Founded in 1997, Precise Biometrics today has 
solutions used by U.S. government agencies, national ID card 
programs, global enterprises, and other organizations requiring 
multi-factor strong authentication. Precise Biometrics offers the 
Tactivo™ solution, a smart card and fingerprint reader for mobile 
devices. 
www.precisebiometrics.com



Lights, Camera, Action . . . Done!

An all-inclusive device for capturing ISO-compliant 
biometric photos within seconds

Cognitec is the only company worldwide that has worked exclusively on face recognition technology since its 
inception in 2002, offering products for facial image database search, recorded video investigation, real-time video 
screening and people analytics, border control, ISO-compliant photo capturing and facial image quality assessment. 

www.cognitec.com | sales@cognitec.com

n  light-weight, slim design

n  installs on booths, counters, walls, or in free-standing pillars

n  instant camera positioning and active lighting

n  interactive user guidance

n  automatic or operator-triggered image acquisition 

n  easy integration into any border control IT system
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PWPW
PWPW is a commercial company, entirely owned 
by the Polish Treasury, with a long tradition and 
extensive experience in providing security printing 
solutions. The company offers modern, secure-

products and solutions as well as highest quality services which 
ensure the reliability of transactions and identification processes. 
It is also a supplier of state-of-the-art IT solutions. 
www.pwpw.pl

SECOIA EXECUTIVE CONSULTANTS
SECOIA Executive Consultants is an independent 
consultancy practice, supported by an extensive 
global network of experts with highly specialized 

knowledge and skill set. We work internationally with senior lead-
ers from government, intergovernmental organizations and indus-
try to inspire new thinking, drive change and transform operations 
in border, aviation, transportation and homeland security. SE-
COIA provides review and analysis services for governments in the 
field of Civil Registry, Evidence of Identity, Security Document is-
suance and border management. Also, SECOIA specialises in 
forming and grouping companies for sustainable, ethical sales 
success. Adding to the consulting and coaching activities, SECOIA 
offers Bidmanagement-Coaching and RFP preparation / Procure-
ment assistance for Government offices and NGOs. Try us, and 
join the growing family of customers. 
www.secoia.ltd

SIPUA CONSULTING
SIPUA CONSULTING® is a leading and well-
established consultancy company, focusing 
on customized e-ID solutions for government 

agencies and institutions around the world. Based on detailed 
market intelligence and long-lasting relationships within the e-ID 
ecosystem, SIPUA CONSULTING is in the strategic position to 
conceptionalize, promote and implement various projects along 
the value chain.
www.sipua-consulting.com

TRUSTSEC
TrustSec is a Polish information security company, 
founded by internationally recognized information 
security and cryptography experts. Launched in 

2016, the company intends to fill the gap in the cybersecurity 
market; Securing data assets, and digital identity against unau-
thorized access, cyber-attacks and hacking, through its state-of-
the-art and innovative products and solutions.
Through TrustSec’s pool of experts and its business-driven inno-
vative solutions, TrustSec offers its unique, in-house developed 
operating system for smart cards – SLCOS. The company also 
delivers a variety of products and solutions, that cover software 
protection, data encryption, OTP, and security hardware (namely 
PKI tokens and FIDO2 tokens). In addition to its latest fintech in-
novation CPA and its unique panel of professional services; of con-
sultation, integration, testing, and outsourcing, to help the other 

companies benefit from the latest available advances in cryptog-
raphy to improve their products and services.

UNITED ACCESS

UUNITEDNITED EE
a n y t i m e - a n y w h e r e

United Access is focused on secure, high-end 
smart card and RFID based solutions. We are 
acting as a security provider with a broad 
range of standard and integration components. 
United Access is the support partner for the In-

fineon smart card operating system SICRYPT. United  
Access provides secure sub-systems to various markets like public 
transport, road toll, logical access, logistics, parking systems, 
brand protection, physical access control and others.
www.unitedaccess.com

WCC
Founded in 1996, WCC Smart Search & 
Match specializes in the development of 
enterprise level search and match software 

for identity matching. Its software platform ELISE delivers mean-
ingful identity matches using multiple biometrics and/or bio-
graphic data from a wide range of sources at sub second response 
times. ELISE is highly scalable and extremely robust, and is used 
by large health insurance companies and government agencies 
for immigration, border security and customs control. The com-
pany is headquartered in the Netherlands and has offices in the 
USA and the Middle-East. 
www.wcc-group.com

WIBU-SYSTEMS
Wibu-Systems, a privately held company 
founded by Oliver Winzenried and Marcellus 
Buchheit in 1989, is an innovative security 
technology leader in the global software licens-
ing market. Wibu-Systems’ comprehensive and 

award-winning solutions offer unique and internationally patent-
ed processes for protection, licensing and security of digital as-
sets and know-how to software publishers and intelligent device 
manufacturers who distribute their applications through comput-
ers, PLC, embedded-, mobile- and cloud-based models.  .
www.wibu.com

X INFOTECH
X INFOTECH, a leading systems inte-
grator and a developer of software 
suite Smarteo, delivers premium so-

lutions for issuing, managing and verification of electronic ID 
documents and smart cards. The company’s turnkey solutions 
are  fully independent and flexible, and in combination with  unri-
valled team expertise, allow smart card and eID programs to be 
implemented easily, adapting to any environment by supporting 
any equipment and chip type. With successfully implemented 
projects in 45 countries already, X INFOTECH is now a trusted 
business partner and preferred solutions and services provider for 
hundreds of customers. 
www.x-infotech.com
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+49 721 931720
sales@wibu.com
www.wibu.com

Start now and request  
your CodeMeter SDK  
s.wibu.com/sdk-cm

When software makes great products and  
services possible, CodeMeter provides: 

■   IP protection against reverse-engineering attacks
■   Innovative business models for vendors and users 
■  Security-by-design for software and intelligent devices

Game over for hackers,  
crackers, and pirates


